This note fills a gap in the article with title above [1] . We provide the proof of Equation (82) of Lemma 5 in [1] and thereby complete its power counting analysis with a more precise next-to-leading-order estimate.
Introduction
Recently, a just renormalizable tensor quantum field model in four dimensions was introduced and analyzed by the present authors [1] . This model has possible relevance for a quantum theory of gravity [2] , since it effectuates in a new way a statistical sum over simplicial pseudomanifolds in four dimensions. It has been subsequently proved asymptotically free in the ultraviolet regime [3] . From the physical point of view, this hints at a likely phase transition in the infrared regime.
The renormalization of the model followed from a multi-scale analysis and a generalized locality principle, leading to a power-counting theorem. The divergent graphs were identified, leading to the list of all marginal and relevant interactions. But it escaped our attention that one inequality (Equation (82), see Lemma 5 in [1] ) which had been used to establish this list (see Equation (85) Lemma 6 and the discussion after Equation (90)) had no proper proof provided 1 . In this addendum, we close this gap by providing a full-fledged proof of Equation (82) and, in fact, an improved bound of the same form. Therefore [1] and all subsequent papers hold without change.
For this purpose, our new inequality, written in the notations of [1] Section 5, is given by: Proposition 1. The degree of a rank-4 uncolored tensor graph with
where p ∈ N and p ≥ q/3. In particular p ≥ 1, as claimed in Equation (82) of [1] .
In the rest of this note, we establish some general lemmas valid for tensor graphs of any rank and which hold jacket by jacket. Proposition 1 is then deduced as a special case of a whole set of similar results that could be established with these lemmas. In fact, this note is therefore also a first step in a possible future systematic study of 1/N -subdominant contributions in the wider context of general uncolored [5] tensor models [6] and tensor group field theories [1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8] (see also [9] for related results in the colored context).
Deletion and contraction moves on graphs
In this section, we recall some facts about uncolored tensor graphs G of rank D, which have D-stranded lines of color 0, and external half-lines (also of color 0). They can be related by a one to one correspondence to D + 1 colored tensor graphs G color [1, 5, 10] . . D will be called below the colored lines, and the 0-lines will be also called white lines. We shall establish some properties of these graphs under contraction or deletion of these white lines. Let us recall that the dominant graphs of the tensor 1/N expansion are called melonic graphs or simply melons [6, 11] . In a melon, every vertex x has a single mirror vertexx such that these two vertices are connected by D two-point functions, each of a different color (see Fig. 1 ).
The first lemma below is already known in the context of ribbon graphs and of colored tensor graphs [6] but not enunciated in the uncolored context (which is the relevant one here).
We start by recalling the definition of tree contraction.
Definition 1. Given a connected (uncolored) tensor graph G and a tree T of white lines, contracting the tree leads to a reduced graph
It has a single vertex which is a D-colored tensor graph plus white loop lines and external lines hooked to that vertex. Lemma 1. We have, for any connected G and T ,
Remark 1. We use the obvious notations where the subscript 1 means that the quantities are computed in the tensor rosette graph G 1 = G/T . The result therefore holds for any pinched jacket J of G color associated with G yielding after contraction the jacket J 1 of G 1 = G/T , and any boundary jacket J ∂ of the boundary graph ∂G yielding after contraction the boundary jacket J ∂ 1 of the boundary of G 1 .
Proof of Lemma 1. Let V be the number of vertices, L be the number of lines, F the number of faces, and N ext the number of external legs of G color extending G 3 . We know that 4 F can be decomposed in
where 0, k, l refer to color indices such that F 0k denotes the number internal faces of G (of specific pair of colors 0k), F kl the internal faces of G color which does belong to G (the colors k, l = 0), and F ext 0k external (open) faces of G.
2 In [12] , contracting successively a tensor rosette, with respect to a tree of lines in each color, yields the so-called "core graph". In a sense, the contraction of a tree of white line can be called a "pre" or "0-core" graph. Inspired by the ribbon graph case, we use the name of rosette also in the tensor case.
3 Note that in [1] , we use slightly different notations at this level: V is denoted by V G color and L by L G color . Nevertheless, the present situation is totally unambiguous. 4 See comments in the proof of Theorem 2 in [1] leading to Equations (45), (48) and (49). We rewrite these in the present context as Equation (3).
After a single tree line contraction (note that also this tree line contraction can be referred to as a dipole contraction with two different connected components at the end points of the dipole), we have
whereas for faces, one gets the modifications:
Let us now consider a jacket J = (n0m . . . ) written as a cycle of colors. Some alternating pairs of open faces F ext 0n and F ext 0m can merge into a single closed face; this happens when they meet white external legs through the "pinching" prescription. The total number of such merged faces is called F 0nm and so, since the jacket J is connected follows from the fact that G is connected and
where the sum over k, l is over D − 1 (color) pairs in the jacket. Since every term in the sum in k, l changes by −1 and V − L by D − 1, and since F 0n , F 0n and F 0nm have not changed therefore, after contraction,
Consider, finally, a boundary jacket
are constant. Then, in fact, ∂G is exactly the same. Hence the genus of any boundary jacket J ∂ cannot change after contraction.
Remark 2. If every initial vertex of the graph G is a D-melon (as is the case for the graphs considered in [1] ), then, for any tree T , the vertex of rosette G 1 is again a D-melon.
Definition 2. Given a graph, we define a "closed melopole" as an elementary D-dipole made with a 0-line and D − 1 colored lines (see Fig. 2 ).
An "open melopole" is defined in the same way but with the 0-line replaced by two open external legs (of course of color 0) (see Fig. 2 ).
The color of a melopole is the missing color in the dipole defining it (it is also called its"external" color, see "i" in Fig. 2) . If the end result of the melopole contraction of a rosette is such that no 0-lines are left, we say that the initial rosette is 0-melonic.
A rosette both vertex and 0-melonic is called fully-melonic. A melonic line of a vertex-melonic rosette is a line joining two mirror vertices, otherwise it is called non-melonic. Obviously, a vertex-melonic rosette which is not fully-melonic must have at least one non-melonic line.
Remark 3. The result of the melopole contraction of a graph is independent of the order chosen to perform the recursive contraction of its open and closed melopoles. Given a graph G, we denote G/M the graph reduced by the melopole contraction.
In the same previous notations, the following statement holds:
Lemma 2. The melopole contraction of any graph does not change the genera of its internal and boundary jackets:
Proof. Let us consider first the contraction of a closed melopole of color i. We have
In the same notations of (3), it can be seen that
Choose a jacket J = (n0m . . . ). There are two pairs in the jacket containing i whose face number does not change and so, from (10), D − 1 remaining change by -1. We infer that g J does not change. Moreover the boundary graph has not changed since F ext 0k → F ext 0k . Next, let us consider the case of contraction of an open melopole of color i. We note the following:
as well as
Let J = (n0m . . . ) be a jacket. Two cases might occur:
1. In a first subcase i = n, m: D − 3 faces of the type kl = 0i, jump by -1; F 0nm also jumps by -1. Since V − L varies by +(D − 2), then the genus J does not change.
2. In the second subcase i = n (or i = m): We have D − 2 color pairs kl = 0i which change by -1; F 0im changes by -1 if and only if F 0i jumps by +1. This depends on the fact that the external lines of color i of the dipole belong to a single or to two external open 0i faces. In all cases, the genus does not change.
It remains to check the behavior of the boundary graph. The modification here only involves the contraction of a regular melon of a D dimensional color vacuum graph. This is a case completely treated in the colored context (see [6] ) and it does not change the genus of any jacket.
The following statement holds:
Lemma 3. Cutting a white line in a rosette G, the quantity g J decreases, for any J; the quantity g J ∂ increases, for any J ∂ , at most, by 1. Hence, in particular, the quantity
decreases, for any k ≥ 0.
Proof. Consider first a jacket J = (n0m . . . ). Cutting a white line induces on the number vertices and lines
meanwhile for the faces of J, F kl do not change (they do not pass by the 0-line cut); there is 1 or 2 faces F 0n , F 0m or F nm0 which pass through the 0-line and they become, respectively, 2 faces or 1 face. Hence,
Thus,
Let us now consider the boundary graph ∂G. It is modified in ∂G with two new vertices and D new lines of color 1, . . . , D which can be partitioned as a disjoint union S ∪ T , where S is a set of lines joining the two new vertices. For any configuration, we have
where C ∂G denotes the number of connected components of ∂G. Given a pair of colors ij, we have
If S or T are empty, taking into account (17), we have to prove that the number of faces F J ∂ = i,j =0 F ij of the cut jacket J ∂ , and the number of faces F J ∂ = i,j =0 F ij in the former (uncut) boundary jacket J ∂ satisfy
for any J ∂ . But this statement is obvious since each jacket contains D pairs and any F ij increases, at most, by 1. If S and T are non empty, taking into account (17), we have to prove that
for any boundary jacket. This is also true, since each boundary jacket contains at least two transition pairs ij with i, j both not in S or T . From (18), the number of faces for these two pairs does not change and for the D − 2 remaining pairs, the number of faces increases, at most, by 1.
3 Next-to-leading amplitude analysis for a graph
The analysis of the genera of the jackets in a graph with initial melonic vertices, such as those of [1] , can be first reduced, through a tree T contraction followed by melonic contraction and using Lemmas 1 and 2 and Remark 2 above, to the analysis of a vertex-melonic rosette without closed or open melopoles. If the initial graph was D + 1 melonic, that rosette is empty. We carry out now this analysis in the opposite non-trivial case, for which we already remarked that the rosette contains at least one non-melonic white line.
Proof. Since is non-melonic it joins two vertices x and y such that y is not the mirror vertexx of x. It trivially follows from the Euler relation that, for ribbon graphs, cutting a single line decreases the genus by 0 or 1:
Now coming back to our present situation, y is on a single two-point function of color i joining x tox (see Fig. 3 ). Consider a pair j, k of colors both distinct from i and a jacket J = (j0k . . . ). In this jacket, the graph G has two different faces of the F 0jk -type, one touching x and the other touching y. This is because any path from x to y must use color i.
Going from G to G closes or merges these two faces in a single one. By the above remark on ribbon graphs, the genus of the jacket J must increase by 1. It was 0 in G (a melonic graph), hence it is 1 in G. Repeating the argument for all pairs j, k distinct from i and all jackets of the form (j0k . . . ) achieves the proof by a simple counting of all the jackets obtained in this way. Finally (22) is a direct consequence of joining (21) and Lemma 3.
4 Improved power counting for [1] Let us now specialize to D = 4, and k = 4 in Lemmas 3 and 4 and complete the proof of Proposition 1. Let G be a graph of the theory considered in [1] which satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 1, hence such that J ∂ g J ∂ = q ≥ 1. Its successive reductions (contraction) by an arbitrary tree T of white lines and then by melopoles is called G 2 = G/(T ∪ M ). According to Lemmas 1 and 2 and since the initial vertices of G were melons, G 2 is a vertex-melonic rosette. It cannot be fully-melonic (as it would then have trivial melonic boundary) and, by Lemma 3, it has r ≥ q/3 non-melonic lines, since cutting any non-melonic line moves each g J ∂ by at most 1 hence J ∂ g J ∂ , at most, by 3.
Cutting these r non-melonic lines, one is led to a fully-melonic rosette G 3 . Applying r times Lemma 4, we obtain the following (where subscript i obviously refers to the corresponding G i ): Interestingly, this term could be interpreted as a N 2 by N 2 matrix-like invariant, generating a matrix-like subsector of the theory, just like the anomaly term discussed in [1] generates a N 4 vector-like sector. It might be interesting in fact to construct models in which this subsector is divergent, as this may lead to richer models with vector, matrix and tensor aspects at once.
Nevertheless, this is not the case for the model treated in [1] . In that model, graphs with such an external structure converge and do not require any renormalization. Indeed, by Proposition 1 and Equality (42) of [1] 5 (putting C ∂G = 1, V 4 = 0 = V 2 = V 2 ), their divergence degree is at most −2. This concludes our analysis.
